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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to propose a methodology that enables researchers to identify
relevant search terms when conducting a literature review. This methodology requires an analysis
of existing literature review articles on the topic under study to form keywords. The objective of
this methodology is to reduce bias from keyword selection, to provide assurance on comprehen-
siveness and transparency of the review process, and to open up opportunities for interdisciplinary
studies. In this paper, we tested our proposed methodology by exploring the field of operational risk
management (ORM) in banks. Major issues in this literature exist that include controversy on the
effectiveness of ORM measurement models and ORM data problems. We described how our method-
ology facilitated the development of keywords for a potential interdisciplinary approach that has the
capacity to appropriately capture the complexity of ORM, thereby enhancing the understanding and
ability to resolve the problem of operational risk effectively.

Keywords: literature review; operational risk management; bank; system dynamics

1. Introduction

A literature review is the process of identifying, collecting, analyzing, and synthesizing
previous research and reporting the results (Snyder 2019; Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2015;
Tranfield et al. 2003; Webster and Watson 2002). It aims at increasing the understanding of
a phenomenon while identifying the relevant body of knowledge (Webster and Watson 2002).
Thus, a literature review serves as a foundation for future research and theory (Snyder 2019).
To create valuable contributions, scholars have suggested readers follow their guidelines,
select and use approaches suitable for research purposes and questions, combine a litera-
ture review with meta-analysis, or even apply computer techniques in a literature review
(Galvan and Galvan 2017; Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2015).

Unfortunately, none of these suggestions provides researchers with sufficient informa-
tion on how to efficiently and systematically develop relevant search terms or keywords
that can lead researchers to a comprehensive list of relevant articles and avoid irrelevant
ones. Even though a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) aims to improve the review quality
by its strict protocol or standardized method, it presumes that a complete set of relevant
articles depends on a good keyword search (Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2015).

Problems resulting from ineffective keywords have been widely recognized among schol-
ars across disciplines, including business research, information systems, supply chains, and
medical sciences. Naïve, basic, too broad, imprecise, and non-agreed lists of keywords can
cause difficulties in locating the articles in a specific area of interest and in producing some ini-
tial insights (Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2015; Levy and Ellis 2006; Rowley and Slack 2004;
Barki et al. 1988). In contrast, specific keywords with a limited lifespan can cause challenges
in identifying articles in an unknown domain (Levy and Ellis 2006). Keywords provided
by experts can also cause bias in identifying literature (Durach et al. 2015). Furthermore,
individually self-selected keywords rarely give the same results (Agrawal et al. 2010).

How can researchers scientifically develop relevant search terms that are not derived
from their previous experience or find those that are outside their own disciplines? How
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can the “scientific” literature review process support researchers in developing relevant and
powerful keywords? How are keywords identified and selected? It is critical for a literature
review to be scientific, while the replicability of results is important. This requires starting
with a method to identify relevant keywords to be used in the literature search.

In this paper, we propose a methodology on how to identify relevant keywords that
can be further used in conducting a literature review. The proposed methodology consists
of three main steps that are described in Section 2 of this paper.

By following these proposed three steps, researchers will be able to not only assess
and identify research papers but also discover and form relevant keywords. Because the
keywords are systematically developed, biases from subjective selection can be reduced. In
addition, researchers will benefit from identifying keywords that are not limited to their
initial disciplines, thus enhancing the coverage of relevant articles for their literature review
as well as opening the opportunity for interdisciplinary studies.

Each step of the proposed methodology transparently describes search terms, database
selection, and the inclusion/exclusion criteria in order to ensure that the conducted litera-
ture review benefits other scholars in comparing, contrasting, and expanding theoretical
foundation in the same or across disciplines.

We describe that our proposed methodology is different from a bibliometric analysis
in three main areas. They are goal, scope, and technique. The bibliometric analysis is the
quantitative technique used when the review scope is broad. Its goal is to “summarize
large quantities of bibliometric data and present the state of the intellectual structure and
emerging trends of a research topic or field” (Donthu et al. 2021). For example, co-word
analysis uses words as the unit of analysis to draw the conceptual structure of a framework
(Aria and Cuccurullo 2017). In contrast, our proposed methodology, which includes
a systematic literature review after identifying keywords, is based on a qualitative technique.
Rather than relying on machine rule-based approaches to automatically extract keywords
(Siddiqi and Sharan 2015), the proposed three-step method is to form new keywords
from the reviewer’s analysis and synthesis of the literature. As such, the methodology is
applicable regardless of the scope of the review and the quantity of the dataset.

In this manuscript, we explore the field of operational risk management (ORM) in the
banking industry to test our proposed methodology on how to start a literature review
with the identification of existing literature review papers on the same topic under study.

ORM in banks is an interesting area for the proposed methodology for two reasons.
First, it is “truly a controversial topic” providing ample opportunity for future studies
(Moosa 2007). Second, studies in this field contain major gaps that can possibly be resolved
through an interdisciplinary approach (Green 2000).

ORM is a relatively young field and became an independent discipline from early
2000. While banks have been aware of risks associated with operations for a while, the
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) elevated operational risk to a distinct and
controllable risk category in 2003 (Eceiza et al. 2020; BCBS 2003). Operational risk in the
banking sector is defined as “the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal
processes, people and systems or from external events”. It includes legal risk but excludes
strategic and reputational risk (BCBS 2003). It arises from internal and external complex
factors, including deregulation, globalization, cross-industry acquisitions, and technological
advancements (Cetorelli et al. 2014; Moosa 2007; Cummins et al. 2006). It is considered one
of the most pernicious forms of risk that can contribute to numerous failures with extensive
impacts on financial institutions and global stability (Jorion 2007). From the annual banking
loss report of the Operational Riskdata eXchange Association (ORX), one of the world’s
leading operational loss data associations for banks and insurance companies, operational
risk loss reported by the member banks in 2020 was Euro 16.7 billion with a cumulative
total gross loss of Euro 513 billion since 2002 (ORX 2021). According to Bain & Company,
banks have developed sophisticated systems for controlling their risks. Nonetheless, they
have struggled to deal effectively with operational risk (Huber and Funaro 2018).
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Nowadays, operational risk remains a controversial topic. Major issues stated in the
literature fifteen years ago are still in recently published articles. Controversial topics on
the usefulness of measurement models and data problems are still widely discussed in the
banking ORM literature (Grimwade 2022; Ashby 2022; Wei et al. 2018; Pakhchanyan 2016).
Recent studies on current and emerging threats, including climate-related and cyber risks,
identified that a lack of data availability causes not only an absence of research on banks’
financial impacts but also the difficulties to insure them (BCBS 2021b; Hassani et al. 2020;
Aldasoro et al. 2020; Carfora et al. 2019; Kopp et al. 2017; Eling and Schnell 2016; Biener
et al. 2015; Wolff 2014; Chabrow 2012).

Even if there are plenty of best practices and regulatory guidelines, practitioners view
that ORM in banks is in its infancy (Laot 2017) with difficulties and challenges in identifying
and estimating risk exposures (Gardiner and Sikking 2010). Banks struggle with how to
implement the framework (Girling 2022) and make good use of non-standard tools that are
still in debate with no consensus (Grimwade 2022).

Major issues identified for more than fifteen years but yet to be resolved support our
statement that the banking ORM discipline needs a new methodological approach. Our
paper identified system dynamics (SD) as a potential method for future studies in this
field. SD is a powerful method to gain insight into the dynamic complexity of the ORM
system in banks and understand policy resistance (Sterman 2000). Without understanding
policy implications on ORM performance, scholars are at risk of inventing models that
mischaracterize the ORM system. Such models neither effectively manage operational risk
nor resolve problems in this discipline.

SD is not new to ORM and one of the three studies that applied SD has been highly
cited. However, there is still room for improvement. The shortcomings that we identified
in the paper provide tremendous opportunities and challenges for future research.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes and presents
the methodology for the identification of keywords in a literature review. Section 3 describes
the test of our proposed methodology in banking ORM studies and presents the results. The
findings are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion of the paper on contributions
and limitations.

2. A Proposed Literature Review Methodology

The proposed methodology is based on three main steps. The first two steps aim
at identifying relevant keywords, and the final step is to conduct a systematic literature
review (SLR) using the relevant search terms from the previous steps to collect and identify
relevant articles for analysis and synthesis. Figure 1 is a conceptual representation of the
proposed methodology.

The first step follows the idea offered by Snyder (2019) to scan literature review articles
as a starting point. According to Snyder (2019), this activity helps researchers assess the
number of articles and clearly define the research purpose, scope, and questions. We further
recommend the development of relevant search terms to be incorporated as part of this
activity step.

Search terms are based on words and concepts that are directly related to the research
questions (Xiao and Watson 2019). They can be extended by their synonyms and related
terms (Rowley and Slack 2004). We further expand that these keywords need to be system-
atically identified and developed from the analysis of previous literature review articles.
For example, from our review of the literature review articles related to banking ORM
studies, we identified major gaps in the literature and general problems in banking ORM
that require methodologies for future research to effectively manage risk in this discipline.
We then used keywords based on characteristics of banking ORM that we obtained from
the existing literature review articles. Because ORM is a complex, nonlinear, and uncertain
system, we identified systems thinking (ST) as the search term for our literature search.
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Typically, all literature searches yield many articles. The inclusion and exclusion
criteria, which are based on the review’s focus, goals, and coverage, are generally used by
researchers to identify relevant articles. However, inappropriate exhaustive criteria can
result in irrelevant articles not inadequately omitted. Likewise, unsuitable precision criteria
can result in missing articles (Randolph 2009). In order to mitigate the risk of overreliance
on inclusion and exclusion criteria, we suggest the use of relevant search terms developed
from the first step of our proposed method as a strategy to collect articles that are relevant
to the research question. The second step is to conduct a review of literature review articles
to assess, identify, and form an understanding of key findings that can help answer research
questions. By conducting a literature review, the researchers will subsequently develop
the relevant term from key findings. From our literature review, we identified five system
thinking approaches. We used each ST approach as the search term to identify papers in
the field of banking ORM studies that applied ST. We observed that system dynamics is
the only ST approach that was applied by ORM studies. We then used SD as our relevant
search term in the next step of the review.

The last step of our proposed methodology is to conduct a systematic review to collect
existing evidence, analyze, and synthesize research findings. The SLR can ensure the
comprehensiveness of the coverage of relevant articles collected for analysis and synthe-
sis. It also assures the objectivity, transparency, and replicability of the literature review
undertaken (Snyder 2019; Tranfield et al. 2003).

3. Validating the Proposed Literature Review Methodology in Banking Operational
Risk Management Literature

This section describes how we conducted our proposed methodology in banking ORM
studies. It also presents how we developed relevant search terms from the literature review
articles and used them in search of a potential method for future studies.

3.1. Step 1—Review of Literature Review Articles on Operational Risk Management in the
Banking Industry

We started the literature review with the identification of existing literature review
papers related to ORM in the banking industry. We searched articles from Scopus in all
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fields (the title, abstract, and keywords) by using keywords relevant to the scope of the
study. The selected keywords were: “operational risk” “bank or financial institution” and
“literature review.”

From the search, we identified seven articles from Scopus. By excluding the papers
that are not literature review articles, we identified four review articles within the scope of
the initial literature search (Table 1).

Table 1. Literature review articles in banking operational risk management.

Author (Year) Title Scope Number of
Reviewed Papers Database Identified Gaps

Pakhchanyan
(2016)

Operational Risk
Management in
Financial Institutions:
A Literature Review

Academic papers
from all
peer-reviewed
scientific journals,
irrespective of their
rankings, on
operational risk in
financial institutions,
covering the period
from 1998 to 2014

279

Electronic databases,
such as EBSCO and
Google Scholar, and
own collection
specified as “articles
referred to in
previously identified
studies and
separately screen for
relevance all the
selected articles”

A lack of research on the
effect of operational loss
events on the firm’s rivals
and large shareholders
Concern over a reliability
in the findings of
empirical studies using
internal database
identified as scarce,
inaccessible, and biased
towards high-frequency
and low-severity events

Kaur and Sharma
(2017)

Financial Risk
Assessment and
Management by
Banks: Evidences
from Past Research

Published and
unpublished articles
related to risk and
distress in banks,
covering the period
from 2000 to 2016

50 Not mentioned

Requiring both the
analysis of all parameters,
including micro and
macro factors, and
alternative techniques for
risk management scores

Wei et al. (2018)
Operational Loss
Data Collection: A
Literature Review

Academic papers on
the topic of
operational risk in
banks, covering the
period from 2002 to
2017

301

Web of Science Core
Collection platform
and own collection
specified as “relevant
articles referred to in
previously identified
studies”

Concern over a reliability
in the estimation of
operational risk from the
Standardized Approach
that accounts only the
internal database
identified as insufficient
and biased towards
high-frequency and
low-severity events
Business environment
and internal control
factors (BEICFs), which
provide “forward-looking
assessments” of key
business environment
and internal control
factors, such as Key Risk
Indicators (KRIs) from
Risk Control Self
Assessments (RCSAs),
not used as a primary
source of data for
operational risk capital
calculation
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Table 1. Cont.

Author (Year) Title Scope Number of
Reviewed Papers Database Identified Gaps

Leo et al. (2019)

Machine Learning in
Banking Risk
Management: A
Literature Review

Papers, including
conference papers,
journal articles, and
selected theses
(postgraduate or
doctoral), that study
the application of
machine-learning in
bank risk
management, after
2007

50
Google Scholar,
SSRN, and ProQuest
databases

Limited application of
vast amounts of
operational data
internally available to a
bank by existing
researches

From our review of the review articles, we identified major gaps in the literature and
general problems in banking ORM. We also obtained an understanding of the banking
ORM system’s characteristics and subsequently used them in developing the relevant
search term.

The usefulness of measurement models in effectively managing operational risk is one
of the controversial topics in the field of banking ORM. Pakhchanyan (2016) observed that
almost 60% of the 279 ORM studies published between 1998 and 2014 dealt with capital
adequacy requirements. We further observed that the majority of studies in this discipline
focused on the development of measurement models that yield minimum capital charge
(Mizgier et al. 2015; Li et al. 2014; Brechmann et al. 2014; Fantazzini et al. 2008; Dalla Valle
and Giudici 2008), rather than explaining how models can cover adequate level of loss from
pervasive and enormous operational risk (Sands et al. 2018; Herring 2002; Goodhart 2001).

In academia, bias and shortage of operational loss data are widely recognized as seri-
ous problems in modeling operational risk and conducting empirical studies (Moosa 2007;
Power 2005). Pakhchanyan (2016) and Wei et al. (2018) presented a number of ORM
studies using internal and external operational loss databases. Internal loss data, in gen-
eral, lack reliability (Moosa 2007) while external public and pooled loss data are restricted
only to huge losses (Chapelle et al. 2008) and accessible only to subscribers of specialized
databases (Power 2005). BCBS allows banks to define and justify thresholds for opera-
tional risk data collection (BCBS 2021a). Therefore, in practice, the threshold for internal
loss data collection varies between banks. External database vendors also set different
thresholds for operational loss reporting. For example, SAS OpRisk Global Data, one of
the existing public loss databases, set the minimum reporting threshold for operational
risk loss at USD 100,000 (SAS Institute Inc. 2015) while the threshold of ORX is set at Euro
20,000 (Operational Riskdata eXchange Association (ORX) 2019). Although BCBS requires
that these thresholds must be qualified as “appropriate de minimis gross loss threshold”
(BCBS 2019), the fact that operational loss data below the thresholds will not be reported
but accumulated remains. In practice, these thresholds cause bias in underreporting loss
(Aldasoro et al. 2022). External data is also inherently biased due to the focus on immense
losses (BCBS 2011b).

Data problem has also had a significant effect on the reliability of machine-learning
systems. From the papers reviewed by Leo et al. (2019), a lack of data from which the
fraud detection systems can learn is one of the major causes of false notifications made by
these systems.

Climate-related and cyber risks, which are classified under operational risk (BCBS 2019),
share the same characteristic of a lack of data (BCBS 2021b; Hassani et al. 2020; Aldasoro
et al. 2020; Carfora et al. 2019; Kopp et al. 2017; Eling and Schnell 2016; Biener et al. 2015;
Wolff 2014; Chabrow 2012). Inexperience with risk events, unknown patterns of risks, uncer-
tainties around long-term impacts, and use of a third-party service provider cause an omis-
sion or a delay in discovering and reporting incidents (Aldasoro et al. 2020; Kopp et al. 2017).
Working from home policy during the COVID-19 heightened cyber risk and imposes even
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more difficulties in assessing and reporting the risk impacts (Aldasoro et al. 2021). Con-
cerning climate-related risk, an absence of statistical data gives rise to the lack of research
on banks’ financial impacts from both physical and transition risks. Physical risks include
damage to physical assets from natural disasters while transition risks result from societal
changes, such as a transition to a low-carbon economy (BCBS 2021b). A lack of comprehen-
sive and cohesive data affects not only scholars in conducting studies on cyber insurance
(Eling and Schnell 2016) but also policymakers and practitioners in developing market
discipline in cyber risk insurance (Aldasoro et al. 2020; Biener et al. 2015). Limited visibility
of exchanged data on security incidents and measures across banks and insurance firms
obstructs the development of best practices and policy frameworks for risk management
(Eling and Schnell 2016; Biener et al. 2015; Wolff 2014). A lack of empirical evidence also
constraints the development of quantitative models for cyber risk (Hassani et al. 2020) and
the estimation of its insurance coverage (Chabrow 2012).

The new Standardized Approach (SA), which will be effective on 1 January 2023, uses
only internal data sources for operational risk capital calculation (BCBS 2017). We share
the same concern with Wei et al. (2018) over the reliability of capital reserve. Logically,
the quality of input determines the quality of output. At what level can we rely on capital
reserve provided by the measurement model that uses data with potential bias? In addition,
if forward-looking operational risk data are not considered in the reserve calculation, how
can banks assure that they have enough capital for operational risk events incurred as a
result of banks’ future operations?

We further observed that there were attempts from academics in this field to de-
velop measurement models from various techniques to solve data problems in bank-
ing ORM. These techniques are, for example, the calibration process that merges inter-
nal and external operational loss data (Frachot and Roncalli 2007) and Bayesian Net-
work, which integrates forward-looking and backward-looking data (Cowell et al. 2007;
Giudici and Bilotta 2004). However, the models from these techniques can neither pre-
vent operational risk nor incentivize bank management in effectively managing the risk
(Sands et al. 2018; Chapelle et al. 2008; Herring 2002; Goodhart 2001).

Major gaps in the literature and general problems in ORM described in the preceding
paragraphs require a different methodology, in addition to the measurement models, to
investigate and propose how operational risk in banks can be effectively managed. Opera-
tional risk incidents are so costly that society and the responsible organization cannot afford
them (Vaughan 2005). Therefore, it is important that the newly identified methodology
employs forward-looking and preventive risk management strategies (Cowell et al. 2007).
In addition, the method should be able to resolve the data problem of ORM in order to
support the reliability of measurement models.

From the review articles, we obtained these important keywords pertaining to ORM
characteristics that are “complex”, “nonlinear”, “uncertain”, and “system”.

ORM is characterized by dynamically complex and uncertain. Interactions among staff
make ORM a dynamic and complex system. Unlike market and credit risk management,
ORM requires all staff within banks to be responsible for managing operational risk along
the three lines of defense model (BCBS 2011a). According to the BCBS Principles for the
Sound Management of Operational Risk (BCBS 2011a), the first line of defense is responsible
for identifying, assessing, monitoring, and mitigating operational risk. As the second line
of defense, the operational risk function is responsible for complementing and challenging
the ORM activities of the first line of defense. The third line of defense is responsible for
independently and comprehensively auditing the ORM framework and its implementation.
Collaboration of staff in managing operational risk creates time delays and feedback loops.
These time delays are, for example, delays in loss reporting after its incurrence, delays
in implementing ORM policy after its design, and delays in learning after the training.
Besides staff, ORM involves multiple stakeholders, including central banks, regulators,
shareholders, rival banks, and the media. These multiple stakeholders create spillover effects
that cause uncertainty in banking ORM. For instance, operational risk events in one bank
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can cause regulatory sanctions, loss of shareholders’ trust, and negative press coverage for
all industry participants (Deloitte Development LLC 2018). Technological advancements,
including financial technology, also create a new complex environment for ORM. They
introduce emerging threats, expand the scope of ORM, and require even more capabilities
from operational risk managers.

3.2. Step 2—Literature Review of Systems Thinking Approaches in Banking Operational Risk
Management Studies

Because ORM is a complex system, it is important to take into consideration ST
approaches. In the second step, we obtained an understanding of ST approaches and their
applications in banking ORM studies via a literature review. We also developed a new
relevant search term which is “system dynamics” from the key findings of our previous
literature search.

A “system” is defined under the concept of the whole. Ackoff (1994) defined a system
as “a whole that cannot be divided into independent parts or subgroups of parts”. A real
system is interconnected (Meadows 2008). Each part of the whole system is interrelated
and influences the other through feedback loops that cause the complexity of the whole
system (Flood 2010).

ST is a discipline that allows researchers to experience the interconnectedness of
life and seeing wholes, rather than parts (Senge 1990). ST approaches provide holis-
tic views on complex and uncertain situations caused by interactions between variables
(Reynolds and Holwell 2010). The five ST approaches are (1) viable systems model, (2) sys-
tem dynamics, (3) strategic options development and analysis, (4) soft systems methodology,
and (5) critical systems heuristics (Reynolds and Holwell 2010).

Under the general system theory of von Bertalanffy (1968), the “wholeness” principles
are valid for all systems, in general, regardless of the nature of their component elements.
The view of “system isomorphisms” allows models to be used and transferred between
different scientific fields. Because of the wholeness principles and the view of isomorphisms,
the ORM system can be modeled through ST approaches.

We used Scopus to search for applications of the five ST approaches in banking
ORM studies. We employed a combination of keywords and one equivalent keyword.
The combined keywords consisted of “operational risk”, “bank”, and the search term for
each of the ST approaches. We used financial institution as the equivalent keyword of
bank. The search terms for each ST approach were: “viable systems model”, “system
dynamics”, “strategic options development and analysis”, “soft systems methodology”,
and “critical systems heuristics”. Table 2 presents the number of articles identified by using
a combination of keywords. We observed that among the five ST approaches, only SD was
used in the banking ORM study.

We can now posit that SD can be a potential methodology for the study of ORM in banks
due to its capacity to provide insight into system issues (Wolstenholme 1999). SD can also
explain behaviors of the system resulting from the ORM strategy (Homer and Oliva 2001).
SD provides a powerful toolset for learning and understanding the behavior of complex
systems like ORM. Because SD is well advocated and supported by scholars, its strengths
are strengthened over time, thereby providing researchers with confidence in the quality of
SD toolsets. Its qualitative and quantitative models can capture the dynamic complexity of
the ORM system from feedback, multiple interconnections, nonlinearities, time delays, and
accumulations (Sterman 2000). A causal loop diagram, a qualitative SD model, describes
a system by portraying the relationships between entities and identifying the existence
of feedback loops (Coyle 2000, 2001; Wolstenholme 1999). Simulations that run from the
quantitative model help a modeler discover the flaws in a model and explain system
behavior resulting from an application of policy or strategy (Homer and Oliva 2001).
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Table 2. Number of banking operational risk management studies applying systems thinking
approaches identified from a literature review.

Combined Keywords Number of Articles
from Scopus Combined Keywords Number of Articles

from Scopus

“operational risk”, “viable systems
model”, and “bank” - “operational risk”, “viable systems

model”, and “financial institution” -

“operational risk”, “system dynamics”,
and “bank” 1 “operational risk”, “system dynamics”,

and “financial institution” -

“operational risk”, “strategic options
development and analysis”, and “bank” -

“operational risk”, “strategic options
development and analysis”, and
“financial institution”

-

“operational risk”, “soft systems
methodology”, and “bank” -

“operational risk”, “soft systems
methodology”, and “financial
institution”

-

“operational risk”, “critical systems
heuristics”, and “bank” - “operational risk”, “critical systems

heuristics”, and “financial institution” -

3.3. Step 3—A Systematic Literature Review on the Use of System Dynamics in Banking
Operational Risk Management

We followed the SLR methodology suggested by Banomyong et al. (2019) to identify
where SD was applied when studying ORM in banks, and to evaluate how, to what extent,
and for what purposes SD was used in these studies.

a. Selection of the database

From the second step of the review process, we searched Scopus for ORM studies that
employed SD. From the search, we found only one relevant article. We then expanded our
search, in this step, by selecting ProQuest, in addition to Scopus. Both Scopus and ProQuest
have coverages of titles more than 7000 academic publishers worldwide (Elsevier n.d.;
ProQuest LLC n.d.). These numbers are sufficient enough to provide us with information
that support our analysis and conclusion.

b. Collection of articles

We searched Scopus and ProQuest for relevant published articles. A combination of
three keywords and one equivalent keyword in all fields (the title, abstract, and keywords)
was used to search for the articles. These three keywords were: (1) operational risk,
(2) system dynamics, and (3) bank. Financial institution which is the equivalent keyword
of bank was also used for collecting all relevant articles.

To support the objective of this review, we focused only on studies that employed SD in
banking ORM. Therefore, we included only full text and peer review journal articles while
we excluded book, book chapter, conference paper, conference review, and non-English
articles from the review.

The search results are provided in Table 3.

Table 3. Number of banking operational risk management studies applying system dynamics
identified from a systematic literature review.

Keywords and Equivalent Keywords
Number of Articles

Scopus ProQuest

Operational risk 4037 6270
Bank or financial institution 7 135
System dynamics 1 55
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c. Elimination of articles based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria

We initially screened titles and abstracts of the articles, and excluded (1) redundant
articles, (2) literature review, bibliography, and similar, (3) annotation, book review, and
similar, and (4) studies in the fields outside the banking industry. There were many times
that we had to screen the full articles to decide whether the studies employed SD and
whether the unit of analysis of the studies was ORM in the banking industry. Studies
that only mentioned the term “system dynamics” but neither used it in their studies nor
meant the SD approach were excluded. Examples of these studies are those that mentioned
system dynamics either in their references or in the author’s bibliographic note. Likewise,
studies that mentioned bank or financial institution in their references or in the author’s
bibliographic note were excluded. Last but not least, studies where the unit of analysis was
not ORM in the banking industry were excluded.

By applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, only three relevant articles were left
from 56 articles. They are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Banking operational risk management studies applying system dynamics identified from
a systematic literature review.

Author (Year) Title Objectives and Scope of SD
Application Source Assessed Gaps

Ramanujam and
Goodman (2003)

Latent errors and
adverse organizational
consequences: A
conceptualization

The study developed the concept of
latent errors and used SD conceptual
model to:

• Examine the relationships
between organizational
antecedents, latent errors, and
adverse consequences.

• Explore the feedback systems
and external triggers that link to
an acceleration of latent errors.

• Explain the collapse of Barings
Bank caused by an acceleration
of latent errors and ineffective
corrective actions.

Data on latent errors were collected
from a large financial institution
consisting of 80 organizational units
in three divisions that are private,
retail, and corporate banking.

ProQuest

The effects of different
types of latent errors that
are execution, monitoring,
and infrastructure need to
be quantified in order to
gain important insight
into the dynamics of the
system.

Yan and Wood
(2017)

A structural model for
estimating losses
associated with the
mis-selling of retail
banking products

The study developed a structural
model based on risk drivers and key
dynamics, including resourcing cost
and penalty, to estimate operational
losses associated with the mis-selling
of retail banking products. The
frequency distribution is constructed
using a Bayesian network. The
severity distribution is developed
using SD.
Operational loss data, specifically to
the mis-selling scenario category on
the retail banking business line from
Western Europe and North America,
were collected from Operational Risk
eXchange database, covering period
from H2 2010 to H2 2014.

Scopus

SD is not appropriate for
this study for two main
reasons.

1. Distinct individual
complaints are not
qualified for
homogeneous
condition of SD.

2. Assumption that
complaints will not
be investigated
before the trigger
event is not
qualified for a
continuous state
change of SD
(Brailsford and
Hilton 2001).
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Table 4. Cont.

Author (Year) Title Objectives and Scope of SD
Application Source Assessed Gaps

Farhan and Alam
(2019)

Operational Risk
Management in Islamic
Banking; a System
Thinking Approach

The study developed a causal loop
diagram to understand the
interrelationships between various
characteristics of operational risk and
its management.
The qualitative model was developed
from the researchers’ knowledge and
understanding through literature
review and refined based on the
semi-structured interviews with risk
managers of sampling Islamic and
conventional banks.

ProQuest

The model needs to be
tested in order to uncover
the flaws in the model.
Impacts of variables and
their interactions in the
model also need to be
quantified.

d. Classification of articles

From the three banking ORM studies that applied SD, we classified them into two groups:
(1) Studies applying SD qualitative model and (2) studies applying SD quantitative model.
Ramanujam and Goodman (2003) and Farhan and Alam (2019) used SD qualitative models
in capturing dynamic interactions between variables that affect the ORM systems of the
studied banks. Yan and Wood (2017) used the SD quantitative model in simulating losses in
the mis-selling event. Table 5 summarized types of SD models used in these studies.

Table 5. Types of system dynamics models used in banking operational risk management studies.

Author (Year) Conceptual Model Causal Loop Diagram Simulation Model Real Data Hypothetical Data

Ramanujam and
Goodman (2003) X X X

Yan and Wood (2017) X X X X
Farhan and Alam (2019) X X X

Source: Adopted the table template from Besiou and Van Wassenhove (2021).

e. Summary and mapping of knowledge structure within the research domain

We further examined how these studies used SD in managing operational risk in banks.
By following the approach taken by Besiou and Van Wassenhove (2021), we evaluated
whether the use of SD in these studies is appropriate.

Ramanujam and Goodman (2003) developed a conceptual model of latent errors and
used the model in explaining the complex relationships between latent errors, their an-
tecedents, and consequences. Latent errors were defined as activities, events, or conditions
that deviate from organizational expectations, and may cause adverse consequences. The
study focused only on latent errors from routine operations. They are, for example, a devia-
tion from standard operating procedures, noncompliance with transaction limits, and an
omission in executing monitoring activities. The authors used SD to model the interactions
between latent errors and trigger events. SD enabled the authors to incorporate feedback
systems that explained the occurrence of adverse consequences in the model. We evaluated
that SD is an adequate methodological approach for this study. The authors appropriately
used the conceptual diagram in explaining an acceleration of latent errors and ineffective
corrective actions that caused the collapse of Barings Bank. However, we observed that the
diagram does not include other mechanisms that also cause adverse consequences. These
mechanisms are, for example, errors from strategic decision-making and fraud. According
to Bhalla (1995), information failure, including delays in Barings management decisions,
was mainly accountable for the collapse of the bank. In addition, we observed that there is
a need to quantify the effects of different types of latent errors in order to gain important
insight into the dynamics of the system (Sterman 2000).

Yan and Wood (2017) constructed a structural model to estimate losses associated
with the mis-selling of retail banking products. The authors used both Bayesian Network
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to determine the frequency distribution and SD to estimate the severity distribution of
loss from mis-selling complaints. The authors developed a stock and flow diagram to
track the accumulations of complaints as they moved through the system. A queueing
system was incorporated into the model under the assumption that the complaints will
not be investigated before the trigger event. The model was simulated to investigate losses
attributable to redress, resourcing, and financial penalty in the mis-selling event. By using
SD, the researchers were able to quantify the delay effects, such as hiring, training, and
dismissal of the temporary staff. Although the study was claimed to be the first published
literature that applies SD in the estimation of operational risk loss, we viewed that SD
was not appropriate for this study for two main reasons. First, the study assumed that
complaints from mis-selling products are homogeneous. We argued that homogeneity
is the condition of SD but complaints from mis-selling products are, indeed, distinct
individuals. Second, the study assumed that complaints would not be investigated before
the trigger event. This assumption does not align with reality. In practice, banks do not
wait until the number of awaiting complaints has materialized. In addition, according to
Brailsford and Hilton (2001), SD is appropriate when the state changes are continuous and
not at discrete points of time.

Farhan and Alam (2019) used SD to understand the interrelationships between vari-
ables affecting the noncompliance with legal and fiduciary duties of Pakistani Islamic
banks. SD facilitated the collaboration between the researchers and the banks in modeling
variables in the qualitative causal loop diagram. The preliminary model, which was con-
structed from the authors’ knowledge, was refined and validated based on semi-structured
interviews with the selected practitioners. The qualitative model, which reflected the
homogeneity assumption of SD, makes SD an appropriate methodology for this study.
However, we observed that the model needs to be tested in order to uncover the flaws in
the model. Furthermore, the impact of variables and their interactions in the model also
need to be quantified.

4. Discussion

In this paper, we tested our proposed methodology by exploring the field of ORM
in the banking industry. Controversial topics on the effectiveness of ORM measurement
models and the data problem in banking ORM increase the need for interdisciplinary
approaches in managing operational risk (Green 2000). To search for a potential interdisci-
plinary approach, we need keywords outside the ORM discipline. We showed how our
proposed methodology facilitates the development of keywords for the potential method
of future ORM studies.

We started by reviewing literature review articles in banking ORM studies to obtain
an understanding of ORM characteristics, including its major problems. We then identified
and developed keywords relevant to the ORM system from the review and analysis of
articles. Banking ORM is a complex and uncertain system resulting from interactions
between multiple stakeholders, spillover effects, and technological advancements. Data
problem is a common problem of ORM. It is characterized by biased and incomplete
operational loss data. Because of the dynamic complexity and uncertainty of the ORM
system, we took into consideration the systems thinking approaches.

We observed from the literature search that only system dynamics was used in banking
ORM studies. From our systematic review, we identified three ORM studies using SD
in capturing, examining, and validating the dynamic interactions between variables in
the systems under their studies. We further evaluated the application of SD in the three
studies as it is at the initial stage. We observed the need to test the conceptual models of
the two studies as well as to quantify the impacts of interactions between variables in the
systems. One study that developed the SD quantitative model limited its application only
to the operational loss from complaints of mis-selling retail banking products.

Figure 2 presents a summary of key findings from the test of the proposed methodology
for literature review on ORM in banks.
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5. Conclusions

The study proposed the methodology for systematically identifying and developing
relevant keywords to be used in a literature review. Our proposed method ensures that
a literature review is scientific, and the results are replicable. It justifies the hypothesis that
keywords used by researchers can lead them to a comprehensive set of relevant articles,
and answers questions, such as how can researchers scientifically develop relevant search
terms that are not derived from their previous experience or find those that are outside their
own disciplines? How can the “scientific” literature review process support researchers in
developing relevant and powerful keywords? How are keywords identified and selected?

In this paper, we introduced and explained our proposed methodology, which we
intend to make as simple as possible in order to promote the understanding and buy-in
of researchers as well as to facilitate efficient application. The first step is the review
of literature review articles, which helps the researchers in discovering and developing
relevant search terms. In the second step, the researchers form an understanding of key
findings that answer the research questions. The standardized protocol of systematic
literature review, in the third step, helps ensure the quality of the review.
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We validated our proposed methodology via the exploration of the ORM field. We
walked the readers step-by-step through the proposed methodology and presented key
findings from each step of the review. We discussed the characteristics of banking ORM as
well as major gaps in the literature and general problems in banking ORM. We described
how keywords for a potential interdisciplinary approach are systematically developed.
Last but not least, we formed our analysis and synthesis from the SLR about how and how
well system dynamics had been applied in previous studies in banking ORM.

5.1. Contributions

Our study provides two main academic contributions. First, our proposed methodol-
ogy helps reduce bias in the selection of keywords. The methodology requires researchers
to discover and form relevant keywords from a review and analysis of existing literature
review articles. As a result, it allows researchers to be exposed to studies outside their own
domain, thereby opening the opportunity for interdisciplinary studies. In addition, the
methodology includes a systematic literature review that helps increase the quality of the
review as well as assuring scientific results with replicability.

Second, to the extent of our knowledge, this paper is the first systematic review of
SD applications in banking ORM. Our study contributes to the SD modeling literature
by pointing to shortcomings in the practice of SD modeling in the field of banking ORM.
These shortcomings serve as extensive opportunities for future interdisciplinary research
in this field. We call for an interdisciplinary research team of ORM academia, SD modelers,
and risk and policy experts to contribute to the extended use of SD to understand and
manage the problem of operational risk in the banking sector. Furthermore, we encourage
the researchers to involve risk managers and other key stakeholders, such as business
unit managers and internal auditors, in constructing a model of risk drivers and their
interactions. A model of risk drivers makes the assessment of the aggregate impacts,
which are greater than the sum of individual parts possible (BCBS 2021b). Interactions
between risk drivers can be simulated by using SD stock and flow diagram. The simulation
model makes the analysis of large and complex models possible and efficient. In addition,
simulation results enable the researchers and risk managers to select effective ORM policies
and/or strategies. The engagement of stakeholders in the modeling process enhances the
quality of the model and the implementation (Sterman 2000). The SD qualitative diagram is
simple to understand and easy to use. It can be used with the case study method to enable
understanding, trust, and data sharing between researchers and practitioners. The group
model-building method where participants are able to share learnings through a group
interaction process can be also employed to arrive at group consensus and commitment
(Andersen and Richardson 1997; Vennix 1996). By being involved in the iterative modeling
process, participants will form an understanding of the dynamic complexity of the ORM
system as well as the implications of feedback created from the banks’ adopted policies.
Participants will be able to develop skills, which are important for mitigating loss and
managing operational risk.

5.2. Limitations

Like other literature review articles, our study depends on the reliability and accuracy
of other studies. Validation of data accuracy with the primary studies and original sources
of data helps mitigate this limitation. For example, we observed that Wei et al. (2018) did not
provide information about the number of loss events and sample periods of some articles
they surveyed. We validated the accuracy of data by reviewing these articles and found that
some of them actually provided information about the number of loss events and sample
periods. For instance, Chernobai and Yildirim (2008) used a total of 7680 operational loss
data from a major commercial bank for a period of 39 months from 2004 onward to test and
provide evidence that supported their proposed model. De Fontnouvelle et al. (2006) used
the operational loss data in 2002 from two external databases to estimate operational risk
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capital. Homolya (2009) used a year-end 2008 non-audited data to survey the measurement
approaches employed by Hungarian banks.

Our SLR reviewed only full text and peer review journal articles while we excluded
non-English articles and conference or white papers. Generally, a systematic literature
review cannot guarantee but it can provide assurance on the quality of our literature review.
The use of more than one academic database like Scopus and ProQuest that have material
coverages of titles and publishers worldwide provides a sufficient number of articles for
our analysis and the formation of our conclusion.

The focus of this study was to systematically develop keywords to be used in a lit-
erature review, not developing the new literature review methodology per se. Therefore,
a comparison between our proposed methodology and other literature review methodolo-
gies is not in the scope of this paper.

Our study does not cover questions such as why SD has not been widely used by
academia in the field of banking ORM or whether other approaches, such as Discrete-Event
Simulation and Agent-Based Modeling, are more suitable than SD for research in this
field. However, we hope our paper inspires researchers in both extending and generating
new research questions that encourage them to explore and discover a rigorous and novel
methodology for future banking ORM research.
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